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. . . the human mind seems limited in its ability to 
understand and visualize beyond four or five alter- 
nations of quantifier. Indeed, it can be argued that 
the inventions, subtheories, and central lemmas of 
various parts of mathematics are devices for assist- 
ing the mind in dealing with one or two additional 
levels of quantifier. 
Rogers, 1967 
Abstract. Some of the questions posed by Baker et al. [l] are here answered. The principal resuit 
is that there exists a recursive oracle for which the relativized polynomial hierarchy exists through 
the second level; that is, there is a recursive set B such that 23” # I73”. It follows that 
0. Introduction 
Stockmeyer [3,4] has defined a polynomial-bounded analog of the Kleene 
arithmetic hierarchy [2] called the polynomial hierarchy. This “hierarchy” extends 
the important classes P and NP and is a potentially useful tool for the classification 
of concrete computational problems. However, it is not known whether this 
hierarchy is infinite. That is, it is an open question whether Z[+l properly includes 
2:. (Definitions will be given in the following section.) In fact [4], if P=NP, then 
Xp=l7:, for all i>O. 
* Partial support has been provided by the National Science Foundation under grants MCS77-24098, 
MCS77-23493, and earlier under grant MCS75-06340 AOl. A preliminary version of this paper was 
prese +:d at the 17th Annual IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science. 
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Thwarted by the difficulty of proving 2: Z Ur, we turn our attention hzre to the 
polynomial hierarchy relativized to oracles. In Baker et al. [l], several questions 
and remarks are made (attributed to A. Meyer) about such relativizations. It is 
asked there whether there is an oracle X such that 
CF” s 2$;:, for all i. 
It is asked in particular, whether there is an oracle X such that 23” # I?:? An 
affirmative answer will be given to the second of these questions. Also [l] contains a 
rather complex construction of an oracle E such that 22” # ZyE and S2&=SyE A 
Is:” which yields 2:” C, 2,““. 
A reasonably direct construction of a recursive oracle A for which CF* &* 
will be presented. A recursive oracle B will then be constructed such that ZTB # 
nzp’B. The latter construction will be obtained via a lemma whose proof proceeds by 
an intricate counting argument. 
As the methods used here go beyond the techniques used in [l], so it seems that 
our techniques cannot be applied to obtain the existence of oracles for which 
further levels in the relativized hierarchy exist. We will expand on these matters in a 
later section. Nevertheless, it is hoped that our results stimulate someone to find 
that elusive third step. 
1. The polynomial hierarchy, relativized 
This section contains some required definitions and notation. Let A be a set of 
words over some fixed finite alphabet lY Let P(A) iNP(A)) be the class of 
languages recognized in polynomial time by a deterministic (nondeterministic) 
query machine with oracle A. For a class of sets %, let P(V)=U(P(A): A E %} and 
NP(%) = U{NP(A): A E %}. Also, let co-% = {A: A E %}, where 
complement of A. Then the polynomial hierarchy relutiuized to 
defined to be 
{Z:*, l7:“, A CA : k 3 0}, 
where: 
P.A 
20 
=n,“” =&-*+(A); 
and, for b0, 
c kp;AI = NP(Zkp’*), 
~~f!I = co-g& 
and 
A denotes the 
tke oracle A is 
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For any oracle A, the polynomial hierarchy relativized to A has the property 
For the nonrelativized hierarchy it is not known whether any of the inclusions are 
proper. Except as previously noted (cf. Cl]), neither is it known whether there exist 
oracles A for which the inclusions are proper. 
We will make use of the following known classification of the classes ZTA, k 2 1. 
Lemma 1.1 BECK* iff there is a polynomial q(n) and (k + 1 )-ary relation 
R*(x, YI ,...,yk)inP(A)suchthat 
x EB-~YI vy2.. . QI~YLR*(X, yl l . l 9 yk), 
where the quantifiers alternate (if k is even, then Qk is v else Qk is 3) and y 1, . . . , yk 
range over all words in p of leizglh not exceeding q (Ix 1). 
[5] contains a proof in the nonrelativized case. (Implicit in Lemma 1.1 is the 
existence of an encoding of finite sequences yl, . . . , yk of words over r into a string 
(Y I,. . . , yk) in p such that both the encoding and decodings can be computed in 
polynomial time.) 
The following theorem extends the observation made by Stockmeyer [4) that 
P.A 
ck = DC” implies CF* = nFA = CF* = @* for all j 2 k. It will be used to 
clarify the meaning of our constructions. 
Theorem 1.2. For any oracle A and k > 0 the following are equivalent: 
(1) c:* = 
(2) n7” = 
(3) +?A = 
(4) H” 2” = 
(5) n:* = 
In particular, note that NP = co-NP iff 27 = 2;. The proof is straightforward. 
For example, to see that (1) implies (3), B E l7:” + B E &?^, + B E .Z:^. 
Thus, the relativized polynomial hierarchy for any oracle (as well as the poly- 
nomial hierarchy, nonrelativized) must be of one of the forms given in Fig. 1. That 
is, no two “points” among &, Hi, i 3 1, may be equal to any of the rest, without the 
entire hierarchy collapsing from that point upward. Conversely, if any two points 
can be shown to be distinct, the entire “ladder” must exist as distinct points from 
that level down. 
We will use the notation of [l]. We assume an effective enumeration of all 
polynomial time-bounded eterministic (nondeterministic) query machines Pi (fiJ..i) 
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finite 
Fig. 1. 
infinite 
with associated polynomial run times pi, so that, for any input of length n and oracle 
X, pi(n) is an upper bound to the length of the computation of Pi(NPi) with oracle 
X: Px and NPF denote query machines Pi and NPi using oracle X. 
2,+ The constructions 
For any set A, define 
L’*‘(A)= {x: 3u,,l=l@.q,l+luv E A}. 
Lemma 1.1 guarantees that L’*‘(A) belongs to CT” . Similr\rly, it is easy to general- 
ize to L’“‘(A) so that L’“‘(A) belongs to Xr”. 
The following construction is subsumed in part by the construction to be given in 
the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Tiheorem 2.1. There exists a recursive oracle A such that L(*)(A) does not belong to 
2:” v II?“. It follows that 
z?” &A. 
Proof: The set A will be constructed in stages. Stages i=2j will ma?<e A satisfy 
L”‘(A)& Xf+‘” and stages i= 2j + 1 will make A satisfy ;3’2’(A)@,II?A. Let A(i) 
denote the finite set of strings placed into 4 prior to step i. Let ni be a strict upper 
bound on the length of all strings in A(i). Let no=O. 
Stage i. Choose n SO that n>ni and SO that pj(n)<2”. Let Xi=O”. Let ni+l=Z*“. 
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It will follow from the construction that n i+l will be a strict upper bound on the 
length of all strings in A(i + 1). Then, no string of length ~2~~ will be added to or 
deleted from A at a later stage. Hence, no strings of length 2lxil will be added to or 
deleted from A at a later stage. Furthermore, NP” executed on input xi (with any 
choice of oracle set) can query strings of length at most pi(n). Thus, since pj(n)<2”, 
this choice of n i+l also ensures that no strings queried by NPj on input xi will be 
added to or deleted from A at a later stage. 
Stage i = 2/. At this stage we want to ensure that N.PF does not recognize L’*‘(A). 
If NPj accepts xi with oracle A(i), then nothing is added to A(i) at this stage. 
(Hence, xi is accepted by NPa and xi@ L’*‘(A).) Otherwise, if NPj rejects xi with 
oracle A(i), then we treat two cases. 
For each string u, let 
ii = {uv: lul= Ivl), 
It follows that x EL’*‘(A) if and only if 3u(lul= 1x18~ G GA). 
Cuse 1: There is a string u such that lu I = Ixi I and no computation of NP” on xi 
with oracle A(i) in time pj(IXii) queries any members of u’. 
In this case simply add u’ to A(i). (Then, xi E L’*‘(A) and xi is rejected by NPP.) 
Case 2: For each string u such that lul=Ixil, some computation of NP’ on output 
xi with oracle A(i) does query some member of u’. 
Noting that A(i) currently contains no strings of length 2lxjl, we consider two 
possibilities. Firstly, consider that for at least one computation of NPj on input xi 
with oracle A(i), changing the oracle’s answers in some way about queries of length 
21x61 will change the outcome to acceptance of xi. Secondly, suppose otherwise-in 
which case, NPj on Xi is independent of these oracle queries. In that event, simply 
add some u” to A(i) as in case 1. 
The first possibility is the more interesting. In this case we extend A(i) to A(i+ 1) 
so as to contain those strings of length 2ixl needed for acceptance of xi by NPj with 
oracle A(i + 1). Since at most pj()xi I) many strings are added in this way, A(i + I) does 
not include any u”, for lu I = Ix I. Thus, we still have xi ti L’*‘(A). (In this case we have 
extended A(i) to A(i + 1) SO that xi& L’*‘(A) and xi is accepted by NP?.) 
Stage i =2j+ 1. At this stage we want to ensure that L’*‘(A) is n.ot the set of all 
strings rejected by NPp. If NPj rejects Xi with oracle A(i), then nothing is added to 
A(i) at this stage. (Hence, xi is rejected by NPP and XiE L’*‘(A).) Otherwise, if 
some computation of NPj accepts xi with oracle A(i), then, as above, we treat 2 
cases. 
Case 1: There is a string u such that lu I= Ixil and such that some computation of 
NP’ accepts xi with oracle A(i) u ii. 
In this case let A(i+l)=A(i) u u”. (Then, xi is not rejected by NP,” and Xi E 
L’*‘(A).) 
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Case 2: For each string u such that lu)=l x 1, no computation of NPi accepts xi 
with oracle A(i) u 6. 
Consider a typical computation of ZVP’ that accepts xi with oracle A(i). Accord- 
ing to the case 2 hypothesis, for each 6, if ii is added to the oracle A(i), then the 
co;nputation no longer accepts Xi- Thus, every accepting computation queries 
members of each 6. But a computation can query at most pj(lXi)) strings, whereas 
there are 2’“’ different i?s. Thus, case 2, in fact, can not exist. 
This completes the construction. It should be clear that the resultant set A has 
the properties desired. In addition, it is easy to imbed any of the constructions of [l] 
into Theorem 2.1. For example, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.2. There exists an oracle A such that 
and 
5 
P.A 
22 l 
The proof just given differs from the constructions in [l] in that the oracle set 
A(i) may here be extended so as to change the value of NPj operating on xi. The 
proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar to the constructions in [l] in that we rely on the fact 
that a query machi‘le ZVPj running on an input string xi makes at most pi(lxil) 
queries. The proof of Theorem 2.3 will involve a further departure. 
Theorem 2.3. There exists a recursive oracle B such that Lt2’(B) does not belong to 
II,““. Hence, 
Using Lemma 1.1 j we want to construct a set B so that, for each polynomial q(n) 
and relation &#(& y, z) in P(B), 
(4 
6) 
VY Ivl-?(lxl) 32 / zisq(,x,)R B (x9 y, 2) 
is not equivalent o 
3~,,~=~,~ Vvl++luv E B. 
The construction can be accomplished if, for each polynomial 9 (rr) and relation 
RB(x, y, z) in P(B) to be diagonalized over, it is not the case that (IW) is equivalent 
to Ip) for each oracle B (i.e., each extension of the finite part of B thus far defined 
in an actual proof). Thus, rather than present he entire construction, we will prove 
instead the following Lemma 2.4. 
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Lemma 2.4. “There is room to diagonalize.” Let F be a finite set of words. For every 
polynomial q(n), for every deterministic polylqomial time query machine M, and for 
all sufficiently large n, there is a finite set E such that 1 w Ian for all w E E, and such 
that (a) is not equivalent to (8) for B = F u E, where R B (x, y, 2) is the 3-ary relation 
computed by M with oracle B. 
Before giving the proof of Lemma 2.4, we will digress here to give the intuition as 
to why Lemma 2.4 ought to be true, and to explain what we see as the basic 
difference between the technique in previous proofs and what will here be required. 
Given a value for x, consider first an instantiation set for negating the statement 
(8). As can be seen from Fig. 2b, there are (2ix’)‘2’X” such different instantiations. 
However, refering to Fig. 2a, there are about 2’(“‘) diRerent instantiations for the 
negation of (a). Note the exponential “gap”. It should follow, therefore, that if we 
consider all possible instantiations, then there must be one that negates (p) without 
negating /a). 
Previous proofs, concerning the hierarchy existence question at the first level, 
used an expr;nential gap in the size of instantiation sets, and so did not need to 
consider all possible instantiations. However, as the reader may again observe by 
examining Fig. 2, at the level of X2 and IT2 individual instantiations of both types of 
formulae and their negations are all of the same cardinality (about 2q(‘x’1), so that 
the earlier technique is no longer adequate. 
(a) Negating (ar) at point x. 
3y vz -wx, Y, 4 
(b) Negating (p) at point x. 
vu 3v UVEB 
Ul u 
/ 
x : 
t 
u, 0 
\ up -0 
Fig. 2. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let F be a .finite set of words. Assume for some polynomial 
q(n) and query machine M that the statement o be proved is false. We will work 
with two polynomials p and r that are related to 9 and to the running time of M. 
Namely, let p be a polynomial such that the number of strings y for which Iy 1~4 (Ix I) 
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is ~2~(“‘), and let r be a polynomial such that, for all y and z for which Iyl+~(lx)) 
and Izl~s(l~l), M on input (x, y, t) is time bounded bv &I). Now, choose n so 
large that n is a strict upper bound to the length of all strings in F and so that both 
p(n)C2”‘* and r(n)<2”/*. Then, we are to assume, for all finite sets E such that 
Iwlan, for all w E E, that (CU) and (p) are equivalent for all oracles B =F u E. 
Let x be any string of length n. As before, define u’={uv: lul=lvl}, for each u such 
that lul=Ixl. Recall that x d’*‘(A) iff 3u’u’=‘x’G GA. Let D’= U{u’: lul=lxI). 
Clearly, x E L(*)(P). Also, 1 w Ian for all w E D’. By our assumption, (cu) and (B) are 
equivalent for all oracles F u E, where E c D’. Let D =F u D’. 
There are 2’“’ different G’s, and each u’ also has cardinality 2”‘. Let S’s 
j=l , . . . , (2’x’)(2’x’) 9 be the collection of all “sample” sets which consist of exactly 
one point from each 6. 
Note that if Q is any subset of D’ whose cardinality is less than 2’“‘, then D -Q 
must include some u^. Thus, x E L’*‘(D - Q), so by our assumption we have 
VY IvJQ?(lxl) ~~lzlss~lxlP-*k Y9 4. 
For each sample set Sj, (p) is false at D -Sp Thus for each $9 
3Y Ivl~cItlxl~ ~qrl~q~lxl~ -I R D-si(x, Y, 2 )* 
Since there are only 2p(‘x’) choices for y, but there are 2’w’*2’x’ different Sj, there exists 
some Y, IY I s &I), such that, if we define 
V(y) = {Sj: 1 s j s 2’x”2’x’ and VZ’~‘s~(‘~‘, 1 RD-‘l(~, y, z)}, 
then the cardinality of V(y) is greater than or equal to 
pI-2’x’/plxl~~ 
Choose a string y for which the cardinality of V(y) is *maximal. This choice of y will 
now be fixed. Define &= V(y), and Qo=0. We summarize the current situation as 
follows: 
(i) the cardinality of K~~2’x”2’x’-p(‘x’), 
(ii) the cardinality of Qo=O, 
(iii) Q. c (7{S: SE &j, and 
(iv) S E & implies V’Z’cs(‘x’j 1 P-Q, y, 2). 
Ford-l,. . . ,2’“‘, we will next define sets K, and Q, such that 
(il the car&n&y of K, 3 2’x”2”1-r/2’-pt’x”, 
(ii; the cardinality of Q@ =p, 
(iii) Q c n{S: S E K,}, and 
(iv) S E K,, implies VZ~~~L;~~~~~) 1 RDNS(x, y, z). 
We have thus far shown that conditions (i)-(iv) are true for lu 4. Assutr!e as 
induction hypothesis that (i)-(iv) are true for p, OS&< 2”‘. 
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Since the cardinality of QM is p and 44 <2’“‘, 
Accordingly, let t be chosen such that jz \G&I) and RDBOw(x, y, z). By (iv), we 
know that for each S in Kcl, 
~~l+lsq(lxl) -l RD-% y, 2). 
Thus, for each S in K,, there is a point w in S - Qfi such that the query machine M 
with oracle D - Qcr queries w on input (x, y, z). Otherwise R D-s(x, y, z) would also 
be true. 
Since M queries at most r&I) many points on input (x, y, z), there is some point 
w such that w is not in QcL, w is queried by M on input (x, y, z), and such that w 
belongs to at least 
cardinality of K&([x I) 
distinct sets S in KcL. Let KG+1 be this set of Sk. 
Then, the cardina!ity of Kw+L 
2 cardinality of K&(1x]) 
a ~lxl-~2’~~-r/2~-~~lxo /p/2 
(recalling that r(lx 1)~2’““~) 
= 2 IxlC2’“’ -d2-1/2)-p(lxl) 
= 21xl(2~~‘-(r+1)/2)-P(l~l) 
. 
thereby proving that (i) is true at lo, +l . (iv) is clearly true since K,+l is a subset of 
K@. Let Q&+1= QW u {w}. It follows that (ii) and (iii) are also true, 
The induction argument is now complete, and we are ready to observe a 
contradiction, Namely, for p =2’“‘, by (ii), the cardinality of Q, is 2’“‘. By (iii), since 
each S in KcL is a sample set of size 2’“‘, we conclude that KM consists of exactly one 
set S. On the other hand, by (i), the cardinality of K, 
a 21” I(2”’ -2’s’/2bp+tl~ 
2 zlxl.2l+ I--p(lxl) 
> 1, for ~(1x1) <2’x”2, 
tbsreby completing the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
Application of Theorem 2.3 to Theorem 1.2 gives the following. 
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Corollary 2.5. For the oracle B (of Theorem 2.1.) 
2,“” #XT”, 
@” zn?“, 
z,“” zn,““, 
n?” # 29” 
and similarly for the levels below this. 
The description is given graphically in Fig. 3. 
3. Discussion 
No further results concerning the possible existence of oracles for which further 
levels in the hierarchy exist have been obtained. 
It is interesting to note, however, that just as the techniques of [l] could not be 
extended beyond level one, the techniques uSed here for level two do not apply at 
level three, due to cardinality considerations. Specifically, although there exist 
exponential “gaps” in the number of instantiation sets between Ci and Hi, and 
between & and 1&, such gaps do not exist for & and &, k>2. For any formula 
with k&l)-bounded quantities (k>2) there are about 22p”r” different ways of 
choosing sets of k-tuples required to instantiate the truth or falsehood of the 
formula (where p is a suitably chosen polynomial dependent on 9). This leads us to 
conjecture that the hierarchy may exist only in a syntactic sense above level two, 
collapsing as a semantic structure past that point. We note with regard to this 
conjecture that no “natural” sets have yet been found that lie above 2;. 
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